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I have several PDF documents that have no copy and no print limit bits set. Are there any free tools to remove such restrictions on Linux? I tried pdf2ps ps2pdf, but the increase in size is awful. The originals are pretty big too, so I'd rather use a local tool than a website. Details of the Nick Congleton System Administration May 28, 2020 Set
the caliber and use it to remove the DRM e-book. This will work on any Linux distribution. A working Linux installation with root privileges. - requires that linux commands be run with root privileges, either directly as a root user or with the sudo$ command - requires that linux command data be performed as a normal unassuming DRM user.
There, now that it's out of the way, you can focus on getting rid of it from all your e-books. It is quite hard to deny that DRM has a negative impact on e-books. You can't share them. You can't use them on different devices. In short, it prevents you from using a legally purchased property the way you want. The calibre is one of the best ebook tools out there. It is much more than the reader and the library. The calibre will even help you author your own e-books. In addition to all this, it allows you to remove DRM and convert your books between formats. Think of it as a cross between Cody and Handbrake, but for e-books. SUBSCRIBE TO NEWSLETTER Subscribe to
Linux Career NEWSLETTER and receive the latest Linux news, jobs, career tips and tutorials. Set the Calibre Start with the caliber setup. It's a popular open source program, so you'll find it in most repositories. Ubuntu/Debian $sudo apt to install the Fedora caliber and dnf to install the caliber OpenSUSE and zypper in the caliber Arch and
pacman-S caliber Set Plugin Caliber does not come with the ability to remove DRM from the box. This comes from the plug-in and you'll need to install it. Download the latest plug-in release from the developer's Github page and unpack it. There will be a few folders, but the one you need is obviously a caliber one. Open the Calibre. The
screen should look pretty empty at first. In the main menu, click on the settings icon. From there, find and press the plug-in icon under the Advanced header. At the very bottom of the plug-in window, you'll see a button that allows you to import the plug-in from the file. Click on this. Browse the Calibre plugin folder you've removed from .zip.
Select .zip in this folder. Calibre will warn you that importing an external plug-in is a potential security risk. Confirm your choice. After that, Calibre will show you a success message in which you will start the program so that the changes will take effect. Do it. The plug-in automatically removes DRM e-books to the library. This is actually the
only time it works, so if you have e-books already in your library (you shouldn't) that have DRM, you need to remove them and import them again. Give it a shot. Find an e-book that has DRM. Click add the book in and browse your book. Import it. You should be able to open your newly imported book in the viewer's caliber. Click on the
book in the library list to highlight it. Then click the View button in the main menu. Your earlier DRM'd book will open in a new viewing window. DRM is gone and the book is free to use as you choose. If you want to get more creative with it, click on the Convert book button. You can choose from different output formats. By allowing your
now unrependious book to be converted into different formats, it's much easier to use an e-book on almost any device. Closing Thoughts It's pretty easy to adjust the caliber before automatically rip all the DRM out of your e-book library and put control back in your hands. Keep in mind that Calibre can also be your library of e-books on
your Linux desktop. It's actually great for that. Then, you can use it to export your books in any format works best for your mobile devices. LINUX CAREER NEWSLETTERSign NEWSLETTER and get the latest news, jobs, career tips and tutorials. DO YOU NEED MORE HELP? Get more help by visiting our LINUX FORUM or just use the
comments below. Comments and discussions The simple answer is no. There is a confusing process to get DRM stripped out of your e-books, but it is possible. You will need to set the caliber, and get the plugin removal DRM separately. To get the keys to Adobe in the e-book Calibre, you will need to install Adobe Digital Editions (ADE)
with wine. Follow the instructions in the DRM removal plugin to make it work. Update 1: ADE 1.7 no longer works properly in wine. Attempts to download e-books into it inevitably fail. Only version 2.0.1 works with this METHOD of removing DRMs, and it's still pretty hard to get it customized properly in wine. Update 2: The DeDRM tools
associated here are even more easy to use if you legally own an e-book device. My books purchased or owned by Kobo and Amazon e-book stores can be fairly trivially processed with plugins included in DeDRM packages linked in my original response, as they rely on the device ID to remove DRM. No more ADE installation required.
Downloaded files include steps that are specific to your device. I just bought two books at a cobo shop and wanted to download them. The problem is that the Adobe DRM epub format. I get URLLink.ascm, which I have to open with adobe digital software editions. But guess what - it's not available on linux. Is there a way to do this on
linux? I really don't want to install wine... These guys just think: If they don't have a Mac or a window, well, think they're?? Page 2 26 Comments Many e-Books Come With Digital (DRM) protection. Fortunately, you can remove DRM from e-books. Several different tools make the DRM removal process simple and straightforward. And here
are the ways to remove DRM from e-books. What is DRM and why is it bad? Theoretically DRM DRM unlicensed copying and distributing e-book files, thereby ensuring the commercial interests of various stakeholders. However, DRM is a nightmare for consumers. This can prevent you from reading the e-book on all your devices, even if
you bought it legally. For example, if you buy an e-book from the Kindle Store, you can only read it in Kindle ereaders or in the Kindle app. This way you will run into problems if you decide to switch to an ereader from another manufacturer or if you want to use an alternative ereader app on your smartphone. The solution is to use the DRM
removal tool. Don't worry; it is not illegal. Here's a rundown of some of the best DRM removal apps available today. 1. Calibre Available on: Windows, Mac, Linux Caliber is the best app to organize and manage your e-book collection. You can use it to edit a book metadata, convert e-books into different formats, and even download news
and magazine articles on an ereader device. Download: Caliber (free) Thanks to the presence of plugins, you can also use the caliber to remove DRM from any book you have. 2. Epubor Available on: Web Epubor is a free online tool that removes DRM from your e-books. The service only works with e-books from the Kindle Store. If you
want to remove DRM on e-books from some other e-book stores, you need to look elsewhere. To use Epubor, you will need to know the serial number of your Kindle e-reader. You can find it by igniting a Kindle and going to the menu of the zgt; customizing the devices of the Info device. When the serial number enters the tool, omit any
gaps and hyphens. Next, you need to connect Kindle to your computer using a USB cable. You can then drag and drop the book from your Kindle directly into the web application interface. If you wish, you can drag a few books and remove DRM in bulk. Alternatively, you can download the Kindle desktop app, sync e-books and drag them
into Epubor right from your hard drive. The removal of THE DRM will start automatically. When the process is complete, you will see the Download button appear. Click on the button to save the book without DRM on your computer. 3. ePUBee Kindle DRM Removal Available on: Windows, Mac ePUBee has made a name for itself as one
of the best online e-book converters. However, since you can't convert the e-book format if the book in question is blocked by DRM, ePUBee has also developed an accompanying desktop app that will help you remove DRM from your e-books. Like Epubor, this tool only works if you want to remove DRM from Kindle books. Books from
other stores are not supported. In the Complexity is supported by six types of e-book files. These are THESV, ASV3, ASV4, TPP, MOBY and China. To use the ePUBee app, you must authorize it using an Amazon ID. Some people may be uncomfortable with the security and privacy implications of this. You'll also need to download Kindle
books on your hard drive using the official Kindle app. Once Once Sync your books, just drag and drop them into the ePUBee app as needed. Download: ePUBee (free) Available on: Windows, Mac ePUBee has developed two other DRM removal tools. One is to remove DRM from PDF files, while the other allows you to get rid of DRM on
EPUB files. Like the Kindle DRM tool, both of these apps can be downloaded and used for free. Download: ePUBee EPUB DRM Removal (free) Download: ePUBee PDF DRM Removal (free) 5. Any e-book Converter is available on: Windows If you want one DRM removal tool for e-books that you have bought in many different stores, you
may have to pay for this privilege. One of the best applications to work with is Any E-Book Converter. It can remove DRM restrictions on books from Kindle Store, Adobe, Nook and Kobo. A total of 24 different e-book formats are supported. These include EPUB, PDF, MOBI, ABC, TXT, KFX, China, HTML and DOC. The app supports
mass removal. In addition to its DRM removal capabilities, any e-book converter also has several other useful features. For example, you can edit e-book metadata (including name, author, publisher, data, identifiers and language. You can also convert your books into different formats, allowing you to read them on whatever device
ereader/ app you use. AzwSoft e-book DRM Removal Is available on: Windows Mac free (albeit less polished) app to remove DRM protection on e-books from many different Stores AzwSoft eBook DRM Removal. It works with Adobe ADE DRM, Kindle ASV/MOBI DRM, and DRM Corner. And, unlike any e-book converter, the tool is also
available on macOS. AzwSoft e-book DRM Removal supports all major e-book formats, including EPUB, PDF, ASV, ASV3, MOBI, and CHINA. Several less common niche formats are also supported. The DRM removal process is very similar to other applications we've reviewed. You need to drag and drop the relevant e-book files in the
main app window and then click the Start button to start. The e-book without DRM is automatically stored on the computer's hard drive. Download: AzwSoft eBook DRM Removal (free) Apps that we discussed here should be able to remove DRM on almost any e-book you have. But what's the best way to remove DRM from your e-books?
We will estimate the Calibre is the highest; Having one app that can take care of all your e-book management needs is beneficial. However, in terms of REMOVING DRM, the Caliber the hardest to get up and running. If you prefer a simpler solution, the winner is the Epubor web app. And for people who need to remove DRM regularly, a
desktop application may be preferable. To learn more about DRM, check out our analysis of whether DRM poses a threat to your computer's security. 7 Best ultra-monitors for all budgets in 2020 need more screen space? An ultra-monitor is the answer. Here are the best ultra-monitors for Budgets. Related Topics Entertainment Digital
Rights E-Book Management by Dan Price (1392 articles published) More from Dan Price
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